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The course aims to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning
Outcomes

Laboratories /
week

Implement advanced research and methodological approaches in
order to expand on ideas, concepts and to develop personal
expression and individuality.
Engage in creative and experimental works that demonstrate
innovation towards concept and context.
Identify and analyze the resources, principles and vocabulary of
various multidisciplinary and cross-disciplinary approaches and
concepts.
Develop concern for quality and ability to promote ingenious
practice.
Conceptualize and explore complex and creative speculative
models.
Develop a self-design project of imaginative context.
Demonstrate a professional portfolio of experimental work, able to
relate to multiple contexts beyond the student’s area.
Develop innovative research and networks of valued synergies.

Upon successful completion of the course, students should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe research findings and experimentation regarding their
chosen topic.
Investigate a range of progressive and experimental creative
processes, derived from beyond their practice.
Give examples of individual and unique ideas, materials and forms
through research and analysis from multiple contexts.
Express advanced creative thinking: an analytical and visual
expression through a cross-disciplinary process-oriented approach.
Employ appropriate materials, technologies and techniques to support
concepts.
Demonstrate advanced aesthetic values.
Generate a multiplicity of meanings, directions and dimensions of their
project through conceptual and visual experimentation and research.
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•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate in a critical approach, the progress and process of advanced
proposals, through group presentations, discussions and critiques.
Develop professional terminologies and organized methodological
structures for complex concepts and speculative models of working.
Create a work through multiple channels of engagement.
Develop strong working ethics in group collaborations.
Appraise synergies and expanded networks for promoting
experimentation, research and innovation.

Prerequisites

None

Corequisites

None

Course Content

The course investigates alternative processes in the conceptualization,
production and exhibition of advanced experimental creative works;
challenging preconceived definitions of traditional methods of both making
and displaying / installation of work. A re-consideration and re-proposal of
the student’s own practices is encouraged and planned through lectures,
workshops, investigative models, and creative synergies. Students are
invited to look into their current working frame and interests and move
towards new imaginative paths of creative researching and crossdisciplinary thinking and making. To facilitate these modes of working,
students are asked to draw a set of critical questions, in the form of a
proposed investigative model of thought and working scenario(s). They are
expected to clearly suggest and indicate a plausible line of enquiries, as well
as a set of possible creative approaches for making and exhibiting /
displaying their work in multiple creative venues beyond the traditional sites
of their disciplines.
Emphasis is put on the re-negotiation and re-evaluation of a multiplicity of
creative means, mediums, technologies and critical approaches in order to
develop and support experimental scenarios and advanced creative
applications, with cross-disciplinary attitudes and quests. Collaborations, at
any stage of the project, research into multiple and diverse areas for
possible synergies, and brainstorming sessions with creative individuals
from and beyond their discipline are considered vital and highly encouraged.
By the end of the course, students are expected to execute and present an
installation-based final work that displays inventive formats; with challenging
creative, advanced contexts and investigative modalities of making and
displaying.

Teaching
Methodology

· Lectures / audio-visual presentations of relevant or related
speculative models / relevant or related research programs
· Systematic screenings / visits to exhibitions - experimental spaces online
and offline
· Project briefing
· Extended verbal briefing
· Brainstorming sessions
· Class, group and individual tutorials
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· Lectures and studio visits from distinguished professionals / cultural
agents
· Group discussions and student’s work presentations / critical reflections
· Research from multiple and diverse sources
· Group critiques / extended feedback
· Workshops / demonstrations / Experimentations with the use of diverse
means / mediums
· Constant evaluation / interim formal work check.
· Final Assessment / Presentation
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-

-

-

-

Assessment
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Overall the course is evaluated as follows:
•
-

Final Assessment 34%
Design Intelligence 40%,
Research and Methodology 20%,
Experimentation and Analysis 20%,
Time management and Presentation 20%

•

Course work 66%
Interim Critique 33%
Final Critique 33%

- Demonstration of contextual and creative skills in developing a selfdesigned, experimental scenario(s), displaying inventive formats and
advanced investigative modalities of making. 55%
- Demonstration of a sophisticated level of praxis and contextual innovative
speculation and research, as embedded and reflected in the creative
processes and outcome of the project. 25%
- Research and analytical skills in advanced contexts:
Development and demonstration of research and analytical skills with the
use of variable advanced sources, identification of appropriate and relative
questions, ability of interpreting sources and generating inventive concepts.
25%
Presentation and Communication
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Oral and visual presentation considering a coherent structure of
presentation, use of appropriate terminology and advanced communication
of ideas/arguments. 20%
Language

English
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